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Akamaru Datenshi

Akamaru Datenshi is a player character played by Sageshooter.
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Akamaru Datenshi

Species: Nekovalkyrja NH-33
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Akamaru Datenshi
Gender: female

Age: 11
Height: 5'3“
Weight: 110 lbs

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Senior Enlisted Advisor

Rank: Jôtô Heisho
Current Placement: YSS Mazu

Voice: Lizzy Hale of Halestorm.
Theme Song: Devour the Day : "Good Man"
Alternate Theme: Avenged Sevenfold : "Beast and the Harlot"
Battle Theme: Avenged Sevengold : "Flash of the Blade"

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:occupations:senior_enlisted_advisor
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:ranks:joto_heisho
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_mazu
https://youtu.be/uDlEaycUtGU?t=144
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70FI3c2ARKM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bDg7n-chhU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAChjO9nons
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'3”
Mass: 110 lbs
Measurements: 36D-21-36

Build and Skin Color: he has the natural athletic build most nekos come with, her body a deep bronzed
color.

Eyes and Facial Features: Her eyes are a deep dark black color, which are framed by a face that
seems to have a feral or mischevious look plastered on it.

Ears: Standard Neko ears with the fur red.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is red, done into a long ponytail that nearly reaches her legs, which first
comes up to a point behind her head.

Distinguishing Features: A tattoo of twin dragons on her left leg that spirals up, tail at the feet leading
up to the head which opens its mouth at her crotch. On her right leg is a tattoo of a female version of
Raijin and Fujin seemingly locked in some sort of fight. She has a tattoo that reaches from her right upper
arm, up her shoulder, to her neck. The tattoo is of multiple peacock feathers which have Eyes in the
center of the plumes. Each eye is a different color.
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Since the collapse of the UOC, and more importantly the death of her best friend Yuriko,
Datenshi has spiraled into a deep depression that she “Self Medicates” With Alcohol, sex and various
other vices. This leads her to at times having rather odd mood swings, much to her own dismay when it
turns bad.

Likes: Drinking, Fixing things, Fighting, Winning, Her job.
Dislikes: Losing, people in love, people that try to help her, Pity.
Goals: To get drunk enough to shut everything out of her mind.

History

Family (or Creators)

Star Army of Yamatai

Pre-RP

Datenshi has had a life filled with teachers, classmates, and flings. The girl would have been let out of the
academy sooner, would she have not been such a prankster. She doesn’t have any serious marks on her
record though, as she seems to know where the line is. Since her release from the academy, she has
been training and waiting for her assignment.

During her first assignment she was stationed on the YSS Yugumo for a short while, before the ship and
project was mothballed.

She was quickly reassigned to the YSS Sakura. Since she was assigned to the YSS Sakura, she has been
in one battle where she barely helped to hold the ship together. That was just on her first day. Soon
enough she was a member of the Sakura's famous Dare Parties.

The relaxation was short lived as they were soon abducted afterwards by a group of Mishhu and taken to
a old Nepleslian base on a frozen planet. After a nightmarish survival effort, fighting off zombies, Mishhu
and bugs alike, they eventually escaped back to the YSS Sakura.

Having survived that, she took part in various battles with the YSS Sakura before eventually transferring
to the YSS Asamoya Where she served as the wing leader and lead Star Army Armorer for the ship.
Fighting along side the crewmembers, Datenshi eventually left the Star army with her friends and crew
members when the UOC was formed, joining them on board the UCS Akaramu.

After only a few short missions aboard, her friend Yuriko was killed and shortly after that, the UOC
collapsed. Datenshi went through a tough time as she made it back to Yamatai, battling depression due
to the death of her friend, her leaving her then lover “Soul Seeker”, and a number of other small factors
eventually led her to taking refuge aboard the Fruna Ruica where she served as a entertainer, engineer,

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_yugumo
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_sakura
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_sakura
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_sakura
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_asamoya
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and a sort of second in command even if in a informal function to the owner of the ship, Celebration.

Since being kicked off the Fruna Ruica, Datenshi has returned to the Star Army and was placed in the
tenth fleet legion, working both planet side and in space as both a power armor wing leader and a
armorer when not in battle. She has since become one of the better armorers in the tenth fleet before
being reassigned to the YSS Sakura II

Skills

Communications

Datenshi is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and
receive transmissions from other personel through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Datenshi is fluent in English and Japanese. She can speak and write
both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting

Datenshi received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor. She also has a
small fascination with firearms, and is rather skilled with many forms of them. She also receieved a little
training with martial arts, but not much.

Technology Operations

Datenshi is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics

Datenshi received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Maintenance and Repair

Having spent time among the Tenth fleet Legions, she has taken up armor repair and had become one of
the better armorers in the fleet after having hands on time both there, and aboard the Asamoya and
during her time in the UOC. She has also learned skills needed to repair most small starships, and even a
few larger from her time spent on both the YSS Sakura and most recently the Fruna Ruica both of which

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_sakura
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she has served in a repair technician capacity.

Entertainment

Since she has it, she had to learn to use her guitar. She is pretty good with her guitar, able to play
anything from rock, to softer acoustic songs. She can also sing along with her guitar, though most of
what she sings is for the harder songs.

Rogue

Being the trickster she is, Datenshi has a natural skill in this area. Often enough she resorts to pick-
pocketing something, hiding it, then turning it up int he most often of places. She also uses her lock
picking talent to break into rooms to set up gags in there. But no matter what, she has never used her
skills for ill gain.

Inventory

Akamaru Datenshi has the following items:

Various sets of clothing
Pictures of old crew members
Star Army Standard Issue Items
Multi-Function Bracelet
Shipment of frozen burger patties (ten thousand count) (NMX War, TC: 40-51, IC: 2057-27444-87)
46 x Scroll Case (1 KS, 1/2 lb)
Large Liquid Hydrogen Tank (truck trailer size) (Pirating YE 34, TC: 44-34, IC: 1509-3593-73)
134 x Cauldron (10 gp)
Pack of twelve shot glasses (NMX War, TC: 17-27, IC: 499-19065-43)

Datenshi's Mindy - "Angel"

Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor

Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder

Ke-M2-W3902 Shoulder-Mounted Scalar
Machine Gun

Ke-M4-P2902 Wing Pack
for Sylph M4 Power
Armor

Ke-M2-W2905 Shoulder-Fired
50mm Gauss Cannon

Leg Pods utility/cargo Handheld
Ke-M2-W2907-SDMM Subspace Detonating
Mini-Missiles and Ke-M2-W2907-ARMA Anti-
Radar Missile Avoidance.

Nodal Support Bits Ke-M2-W2901 Aether Beam
Saber-Rifle

Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
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Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
Ke-M2-W3901 Aether Blade Chakram (no) / (no) Star Army Medical Kit, Type 31

Finances

Akamaru Datenshi is currently a Nito Heisho on the YSS Sakura II

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
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